Featured Products
Balancing Utilities
DataRapt’s Sub-Ledger Reconciliation Utilities
enable you to resolve any imbalances between
your SYSPRO sub-ledger modules and the
General Ledger. Transactions posted in the
source modules are checked at each step of their
paths to the General Ledger control accounts
and any differences between them are shown.
Comprehensive information on each variance
is shown, including the likely cause and how to
resolve it.

Reconciliations are available for the
following SYSPRO modules:
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Cash Book
Assets Register
Inventory

Goods in Transit
GRN Suspense
Dispatch Notes
Work in Progress
WIP Inspection

Key Features

Supplier Prepayments
DataRapt’s Supplier Prepayments system enables
you to control prepayments to suppliers for
goods or services. This system provides complete
visibility of prepayments and related transactions,
and can benefit any company that pays for goods
and services upfront.
You can be prompted to capture a prepayment
when a purchase order is created or after a
supplier invoice is registered. Prepayments
can also be posted manually with or without a
link to a purchase order or registered invoice.
When the supplier’s invoice is captured or
the registered invoice is approved, you can
be prompted to match their invoice to the
prepayment on the fly.

Key Features
•

Be prompted to post a prepayment according
to user-defined criteria

•

Match the prepayment to the supplier’s
invoice when it is captured or approved

•

Automatically post transactions to separate
prepayment control accounts defined by
branch or currency

•

See at a glance if your SYSPRO modules and
the General Ledger balance

•

Receive automatic notification if any module
is out of balance

•

Query detailed transactions making up the
control account balance(s)

•

Identify variances for a single or a range of
periods back to the previous financial year

•

Query prepayments by financial period,
branch and supplier

•

View balances and variances at company
level or control account level

•

Quick implementation with take-on program

•

Get insight into likely cause of each variance
and guidance on how to correct it
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Combined
SYSPRO
experience of
more than 90 years

Quality
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Protect and
grow investment
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SYSPRO
Business Partner

Contact Details
Contact Number: +44 (0) 1502 725421
Web Address: www.datarapt.co.uk
Email: info@datarapt.co.uk
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International
VAR network

“The implementation of DataRapt’s
AP Prepayments module
has improved our controls
signiﬁcantly.”
Phil Harrold - Group Supply
Manager - Africa, Mopani
Copper Mines Plc

The ability to balance Syspro’s
ledger to sub ledger has always
been problematic until we were
exposed to DataRapt. Not only is the
product great at telling you where the
problem occurs but it also gives you
some troubleshooting tasks to resolve
them. The service levels maintained by the
employees at DataRapt marry the product and
are some of the highest I have ever experienced in
the IT industry. Day or night someone will always
assist you.”
Stephen Atkinson - Manager, EOH
Applications, AMS division

Used in
26 countries

Some of our valued clients

The modern finance landscape has changed
dramatically over the last decade. Finance systems
must provide accurate consolidated information
that meet both regulatory and management
reporting requirements. Information quality and
consistency are key and there is no room for error.
At DataRapt we understand this. DataRapt helps to
ensure compliance by identifying and helping you
to fix errors within accounting transactions.
DataRapt’s products will not only save time and
reduce costs, but will help to ensure data integrity.

On which SYSPRO versions
do DataRapt products run?
version
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Established
2007

These products can be run on SYSPRO
Version 6.0 Issue 010 SP1 and later.

Can I trial the software?
software

Service

DataRapt develops and distributes software
products, which enhance and extend the
functionality of SYSPRO. We are a SYSPRO
Business Partner using the same tools that
SYSPRO (Pty) Ltd use and developing to their
design standards.

installation
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“With DataRapt you can save a lot of time and
effort as it helps to identify where the error was
made and it walks you through the process of
correcting the error.”
Anne Burton - Business Controller,
Radius Systems Manufacturing &
Logistics IT (May 2011)

Yes. Contact your value-added reseller
(VAR) to arrange the installation. Once the
software is installed, you can request a
free 7 day trial activation key from within the
product. You can also contact us directly.

What documentation is
available?
In addition to the context sensitive help
distributed with the products, there are
detailed reference guides. These can be
downloaded from our Support Site.

Watch the videos on our YouTube channel at
www.youtube.com/user/DataRapt

